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Summary
Many of the items that are important for added value for users and growth of the project are now being addressed. We have had two meetings of the curation steering committee along with review of the principles documents the community will work from. We have also integrated a docdb and will soon have a scoring algorithm in order to drive more visibility around the components’ quality of data and where we need more curations.

Resources
Compute resources continue to be donated by Microsoft, Amazon, and Google for the harvesting, crawling, and scanning. We are in discussion around ongoing additional website and service work resource needs.

We continue work primarily on the UI and service with contracting resources who we have extended our contract with to the end of the year.

Technology
We have made additional crawler improvements to fix some bugs and known issues that were preventing harvesting of some components. We hope to fix the PyPI integration and then scan the top 1,000 RubyGems and PyPI components to add to our database of components we will be tracking scores across.

Community
The curation steering committee and curation community have grown in the last month, and we hope it will continue to grow.

Upcoming goals
1. Grow curation community more
2. Implement the scoring algorithm